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Opening: You you funding for it to the contrary provided by the Cornell Douglas foundation committed to 
encouraging stewardship of the environment land conservation watershed protection and eliminating harmful 
chemicals additional funding provided by the Wallace genetic foundation the Colcom foundation the E Rhodes 
and Leona B Carpenter foundation and the Charles A Frueauff foundation  
 
Representative Jackie Speier: It's a challenge to pick yourself up but but you can and I talked about the three fs: 
Family, Friends and Faith, and those were the three elements that have got me through so much 
 
[music] 
 
Bonnie: Hello, and welcome to To the Contrary. I'm Bonnie Erbe, and today I'm speaking with 
Woman-Thought leader, California representative Jackie Speier. So, congresswoman Speier, please tell me 
about the #MeToo act and the policy changes you're trying to get through congress. 
 
Jackie: So, the #MeToo act is going to transform how we treat victim survivors in Congress because we have an 
abysmal record in the past, where victims would, um, appeal to a particular office, would be subject to 
non-disclosure agreements, long periods of time, mandatory mediation, and the harasser was oftentimes 
represented by counsel by congress and the victim was fending for herself. And then everything was kept quiet 
and the harasser would go about his business and the taxpayer would pick up the tab. So we.. 
 
Bonnie: That's pretty horrendous  
 
Jackie: It is very horrendous. So, back in 2014, I tried to make these changes and got nowhere. But the #MeToo 
movement kind of changed everything and so I took full advantage of that opportunity, introduced the #MeToo 
congress act and in four months, we were able to pass really transformative legislation that will now give 
victims the representation by legal counsel on the taxpayers dime, so to speak, paid for by the house of 
representatives. The harasser, now, will be identified, the settlement will be paid for out of the us treasury. But 
the harasser will have to pay it back either in one lump sum or they will have their wages garnished, their thrift 
savings plans garnished and, if necessary, their social security garnished. So we mean business when we talk 
about members of congress being responsible and accountable, and it's going to make it, I think, a much safer 
environment for which women, um, can work. But then we got to go beyond that. 
 
Bonnie: Do you think it's gonna change behavior? 
 
Jackie: I think there's no question because in addition to all of that, we are now requiring mandatory sexual 
harassment training for members and staff, um, and that will be- 
 
Bonnie: Women, too? 
 
Jackie: Yes. Members and staff so, it's not as if women can't be harassers; they have and there are circumstances 
in which that has happened as well, but the member will be held accountable. But then we've got a look at all of 
federal service and I've met with staff members in the state department and they told me horrific stories about 
what they have to endure. So we still have a lot of work to do within the government and then beyond that, 
workers in settings, like hotels, where 50% of the hotel maids are flashed and, 50 or 60%, I should say, of hotel 
workers are sexually harassed. Where you have- 
 
Bonnie: And waitresses in diners. 



 
Jackie: And waitresses and flight attendants. 70% of flight attendants, um, are sexually harassed. So, we have a 
lot of work to do in many industries. 
 
Bonnie: How long do you think it will take, or will it happen? Do you believe that you can get something 
federal on the same level as what you have, you know, to control behavior across the country; not just in the 
government. 
 
Jackie: Well it's, it's going to take a concerted effort, but I don't think we can waste this moment and I don't 
want it to be a moment. I want it to be transformative, I want us to look at this as the pivot when everything 
changed in the workplace, and where safety of women, and men, became a high priority. 
 
Bonnie: This moment you're talking about, the #MeToo movement, 
 
Jackie: Right. 
 
Bonnie: Can it be sustained? 
 
Jackie: I think it can if we, if we will it to happen. We have not got to waste this opportunity. We can't let it drift 
away and we've got to make it clear that we're not going back. 
 
Bonnie: What are you doing with technology? Tell me to, to keep that fervor alive to keep the movement alive? 
 
Jackie: Well, in part, we're doing it through social media; it is a very powerful tool to use. 
 
Bonnie: But just keeping in touch with young people, young women, around the country to keep them engaged 
is there anything going on with social media? Any special tactics you can talk about? 
 
Jackie: There's there's a whole community of interest around #MeToo and the national women's law center has, 
you know, created a times up program where they're now going to provide legal services to women across the 
country and there's thousands of women who come forward seeking their legal support. 
 
Bonnie: Do you think there will be a day when the waitress in a diner in Louisiana who's, who's being paid, 
legally, $2.17 an hour, minimum wage, because one was profiled by one of the newspapers down there and, you 
know, having to put up with men, you know, spanking her, slapping her behind, and touching her in 
inappropriate ways? Do you think that that kind of abuse will get the coverage that the big-name abuse gets? 
 
Jackie: I can tell you that Hollywood is very focused, not just on Hollywood, but about the low-wage worker, 
and I had a conversation just recently with Jane Fonda, who wants to come back here and help make that 
message very clear. And for that tip worker in Louisiana, we've got to get rid of a sub minimum wage for 
waitresses because it makes them have to put up with a lot because otherwise, it affects their income. 
 
Bonnie: Alright. Now, I want to switch, and you're very right about that, obviously, I want to switch topics 
completely and go to the Russian collusion. You're on a house intelligence committee. Your report and the 
senate's report were very different. Tell me, explain that, please, and what the ramifications are. 
 
Jackie: So the house majority report is very different from the senate intelligence committee report. The house 
minority report, of which I am a member, is very consistent with the senate report. So, on the senate side, you 
did not have party politics playing a role. You did not have the President of the United States pulling strings as 
he did, I believe, on the house side. And so their report is more of a reflection of what the house minority report 



is, which was to say, One: Russia did engage in intervening in our elections in many, many ways, and Vladimir 
putin was very interested in seeing Donald Trump elected president. Now, they are, are silent on the issue of 
whether or  not the Trump campaign co-, was a co-conspirator with the Putin operatives in terms of the election 
and, and that's really something that Bob Muller, the special counsel, will provide us the evidence or not at the 
appropriate time 
 
Bonnie: Do you think future elections, November, for example, are the Russians going to interfere the same 
way they did in 2016? 
 
Jackie: I'm not sure that they will interfere as significantly in 2018 because first of all it's term it's state elections 
for the most part but we are guaranteed that they will be very involved in the 2020 election and in part it's our 
fault because we have an election system that allows for tampering, frankly. And we don't have the kinds of 
safeguards in place; in our voting machines, in our software, that can’t protect against the Russians or anyone 
else hacking into our systems. 
 
Bonnie: So, how do we get that those protections? 
 
Jackie: Well, that's part of what I think our committee should be doing; we should be spending time evaluating 
the election machines. There's about four election companies in the country and they provide the election 
machines throughout the country. They require local cities, and counties, and states to sign contracts that say, 
“you will not red team this computer”. Now, that means you won't attempt to test it to make sure it’s failsafe. 
Well, if you don't have that ability to do that, of course you're going to have a system that can be broken into, 
because there's, there's no accountability to it. 
 
Bonnie: Do you, do you actually think votes were switched? 
 
Jackie: I don't know that votes were switched, but let me tell you what I do know: There's a hack conference, 
hackers conference that takes place. I talked to one of the developers of that conference, they bought ten 
machines for that conference, and then had all the hackers that came look into them and try to hack into them. 
The first machine was hacked into before the opening ceremony was finished, and all ten machines were hacked 
into before the end. And I said to this hacker extraordinaire, “Well, you know the intelligence community has 
no reason to believe that the machines were tampered with.” And his comment to me was, “There's no way they 
would know that.” Because if you hack into these election machines, you don't leave fingerprints. And unless 
we create systems that are failsafe; that leave fingerprints, we will never know. 
 
Bonnie: What's being done to compel the companies to allow for security software to be added to the machines 
or to allow counties and states to test their machines? 
 
Jackie: Well, in the near term, nothing. And what I am recommending is that to protect federal elections 
because we cannot tell states what to do for their state elections or local jurisdictions. But for federal elections, 
so congressional races and presidential races, and to require that they be all paper ballots, that they be scanned, 
and that they be audited that is the only way you can be protected at this point. 
 
Bonnie: And so, is there any move to go back to paper? 
 
Jackie: Well, in some jurisdictions there are, and some there are not. We just haven't placed the focus on it that 
we should be. 
 
Bonnie: And why do you think that is? We're too distracted by other things or...?  
 



Jackie: We’re distracted by, um,  the White House. And what goes on there every single day. 
 
Bonnie: Interesting. Um, so, one piece of good news is there are lots and lots of women, um, running for 
congress. Are you involved with any other groups that are training them or have you met these women? Are you 
fundraising for them? What's you're involvement? 
 
Jackie: All of the above. Um, there are over 400 women running for congress in this cycle. It's a really 
remarkable set of circumstances, and we have many women running in the same race, which, um, is somewhat 
confounding, I'd say, because, um, for instance, in California, we have a jungle primary so it's a top two 
vote-getters. So conceivably, these women could, um, split the vote and then, you know, no one would be 
selected, but outside of that particular hiccup, they're incredibly talented and very, very professional in how 
they're running their campaigns. They're raising a lot of money. I'm helping them raise money in, in many of 
these situations, but they're, they're doing a lot on their own as well. So, um, I am going to stick my neck out a 
little bit and say right now, we're at 19% in the house of representatives number of women serving. I think we 
will get to 25% this cycle. 
 
Bonnie: Oh, my. 
 
Jackie: I really think there's a possibility. 
 
Bonnie: So, you think- will that enable the democrats to take back the house? 
 
Jackie: It's possible. Not all these women are running just in Democratic seats. Some of them are running in 
Republican seats, of course, and there are some great men running in seats as well, and so we'll see. I mean, I-I 
think the jury is still out as to whether or not the democrats will retake the house. There's, you know, this blue 
wave is something that everyone's a little giddy about, but I don't think you can count your chickens before 
they're hatched, and, you know, we had a 12-point lead at one point, a few months ago. It's now down to three 
points, so I think that, um, we still have a long road ahead of us. 
 
Bonnie: And what about- how do you... feel about how your fellow house members and, and the media treat 
majority- minority leader, Pelosi? She's a fellow Californian and your districts must be near each other, because 
you both, both have pieces of San Francisco. Um, is it sexism? Is it ageism? The talk that crops up occasionally 
about she shouldn't, she should step down and let somebody else be the new Democratic leader? 
 
Jackie: I think it's a lot of things. I think it's pent up, um, ambition by younger members. I think there is about- I 
think there is some ageism. No one can hold a candle to her, in terms of her fundraising prowess, and, you 
know, she's 78 years old but you would never know it. She walks faster than I do, she is facile on virtually every 
issue in terms of her ability to, to speak on it and understand it, she's politically as savvy as they come, and she 
knows how to count votes. And you can't always say that about our republican colleagues, who have served as 
speaker. 
 
Bonnie: Interesting. Um, and back, so, this, this November, you said women will, that twenty five- they, they 
will raise the percentage of females in the house to 25%. What's the, what kind of strategy should they be 
using? Should they moderate so much that, somewhat? Should they go to the left? I know and, I know it's gonna 
vary district by district, but when you meet with them, what do you tell them about how they, should they stick 
to whatever platforms they've already put out there for what they stand for? 
 
Jackie: I think authenticity is really the key. Voters are very smart and they're looking for authenticity, they're 
looking for people who aren't bought and paid for by special interests, they're looking for individuals that will 
fight for them. Women, historically, have done well when there has been scandals, because they're seen as being 



less scandal-driven or susceptible, I should say. 
 
Bonnie: Less criminal in nature. 
 
Jackie: I mean, having said that, there are, you know, you could point to women who, you know, don't fit into 
that clean jeans pattern, but, nonetheless, I, I do think, generally, women are seen, um, as, as being interested in 
doing the policy of moving public policy forward; less interested in the political game. 
 
Bonnie: Is it true when you, when you meet up here with extremely Conservative Republican women, um, do 
you have more in common with them than you do with the men who have the same political views? 
 
Jackie: Um, yes and no. It depends on the issue. 
 
Bonnie: Which issues do you have it with and which not? 
 
Jackie: Well, I'd have to, um, I think I have to go issue by issue, for instance, the Me Too Congress Act. I 
worked with republican women, I also worked very closely with a very Conservative Republican from 
Alabama, Bradley Byrne, who became my partner in that legislation because, as an employment law attorney, 
he's represented so many companies over the years; and he knows what the laws are and, what they should be 
and how congress should be complying with them. So, it just varies issue to issue. 
 
Bonnie: Now, we're also coming up on an anniversary; 40th anniversary. A lot of people will say, “Wow” so, 
believe it or not, of the Jonestown Massacre and you were there. You were not only there, you were shot five 
times. You, um, were left for dead, um, and you're writing a book about that and other things in your life. What, 
what are you saying in the book about what happened to you and how it changed your life? 
 
Jackie: Well, I do think that, um, that we’re each challenged in life, and, you know, part of being able to move 
forward, is looking for opportunities to pick yourself up. The books entitled “Undaunted” and I go through a 
whole series of events in my life. I mean, I was also - 14 years after Guyana - pregnant with our second child, 
and my husband was killed in an automobile accident, and I thought, at the time, you know, I thought everyone 
just got their fair share of grief. Um, but that's not the case. I mean, you are dealt the, the hand that you're dealt 
and it's a challenge to pick yourself up but, but you can, and I talked about the Three F's: Family, Friends and 
Faith. And those were the three elements that have got me through so much in my life. 
 
Bonnie: How did you recover from being shot five times? 
 
Jackie: Well, I was hospitalized for over two months. I had more than ten surgeries, I had gas gangrene through 
my body because I had been on that airstrip for 22 hours without any medical attention. So, they almost, at one 
point, thought they were going to amputate my arm, um, and my leg, but they were successful in getting rid of 
the gas gangrene, and then it was a matter of putting my body back together again. So I went through, years 
after, of physical therapy and worried that I might not be able to, um, conceive a child because I still carry two 
bullets and one was in the pelvis. But, lo and behold, I, um, did succeed and I now have two adult children 
whom I'm very proud of. 
 
Bonnie: That's wonderful, and it certainly goes with the title of “Undaunted”. How is that, and that horrendous 
experience you went through, formed your vision for what should be done about gun violence? 
 
Jackie: I don't think that unless you have endured gun violence, you have any idea of how devastating it is, 
physically and emotionally. So, for instance, in Las Vegas, 57 people lost their lives. 500 people were wounded, 
and when you think of our service members, the number who die significant; but the number who are wounded, 



um, also, you know, triple, quadruple with the number that are killed. So, it's with you the rest of your life. It 
certainly informed, uh, my belief that, for instance, assault weapons; one of the weapons that I was shot with, 
and I was shot by two different types of guns, was a semi-automatic. It just rips through your body. There is, it's 
a, it's a, it's a weapon of war, and that's when it should be used. The fact that you can take a gun and add a bump 
stock and turn it into a weapon of war is... disgusting, and we should have the guts, in this country, to say “no” 
to assault weapons, and bump stock, and high-capacity magazines, because it has no place in a society where 
we value life. 
 
Bonnie: But is this congress going to listen to that message? Are they too beholden to the NRA? 
 
Jackie: The NRA has paralyzed good people from doing what is right in this congress. 
 
Bonnie: And do you think Democrats will ever be able to loosen its grip? I mean, now you have the Florida kids 
leading a movement. 
 
Jackie: I have, um, great hope that - and confidence, actually - that when the millennials take over Congress, a 
lot of these litmus test issues that plagued us today; that prevent us from moving forward, are going to be, are 
going to be dealt with in swift order, and I'm talking about issues like DACA, and immigration, and guns, and 
LGBT issues, all of those issues are ones the millennials look at say, “What are you, what are you doing here?” 
 
Bonnie: You think they’ll all be dealt with in the way that Democrats would pleased with or Democrats gonna 
take hits in public policy terms, I mean, when, um, millennials deal with these issues? 
 
Jackie: I think millennials don’t look at things as being Democratic or Republican. They look at issues from a 
societal standpoint. I think it's time for this congress to recognize that, um, you know, we've got to make room 
for a new generation of thought leaders who recognize that, ah, times have changed and we should be changing 
with the times and if you're not changing with the times, then you should take this white building and say 
“Sayonara.” 
 
Bonnie: Well, thank you so much for this time which has been incredibly enlightening and we'll all be waiting 
for your book to come out. 
 
Jackie: Thank you. 
 
Bonnie: *to the camera* Thanks for watching. Please follow us on social media and visit our website at pbs.org 
and whether you agree or think To the Contrary, we'll see you next week. 
 
[music] 
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